Ethnicity, Nationalism, and Democracy
Operation Iraqi Freedom: The US Intervention in Iraq
The Iraq Intervention
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•	The Gulf War II
•	Results of Gulf War II
•	Solutions to the Conflict
Brief History
•	Post-WWI
–	Ottoman Empire supported by Germans collapsed
–	Under a British Mandate1922- Kurdish, Sunni, Shiite, and Jewish populations had been combined into a new Mesopotamian named Iraq, under the rule of an Arabian prince (Hashemite)
–	New Iraqi government led by King Faisal, brother of Jordan’s King Abdullah (not represented by Iraqi nationalists)
•	Iraq independent in 1932
–	As a kingdom
–	However, a series of revolts led to a republic in 1958
•	In 1968, this changed
–	The coup led to the Baath Party controlling Iraq
–	Saddam Hussein was but one member of the party at this point
–	It took until 1979 for Hussein to become sole leader of Iraq 
•	To gain Iraqi support, he launched an attack on Iran in 1980
•	The Baath Party was controlled by Sunnis
–	Majority in Iraq is another ethnic groups:
•	Arab Shia 	60%
•	Arab Sunni 	20%
•	Kurd Sunni	15%
•	Hussein essentially lost the war by 1988
–	The Kurds saw this as a great time to revolt, especially with Iranian government support
•	The result was the Halabja poison gas attack
Brief History: GWI
•	The Iraq-Kuwait War
–	Reasons for the invasion:
•	Historical  border disputes
•	Slant drilling of Rumaylah oilfields
•	Kuwaiti refusal to waive Iraq's foreign debt owed to Kuwait
•	Strengthen power in Iraq
–	Miscalculation?
•	The world unites against Saddam
•	A coalition of 34 is created to Iraq from Kuwait
•	Congressional authorization for force:
–	Senate	52-47 
–	House	250-183 
•	Shortly after the 12 January vote, all states in the coalition authorized force within days
•	Result of the war?
–	We won
•	Kinda
–	Hussein won, too
Brief History: The Interlude
•	The Arab Shia revolted against Hussein
•	The Kurdish Sunni revolted against Hussein
•	Hussein kept his state together by repressing the rebellions and destroying the rebels
•	During the interlude
–	UN Security Council enacted 17 resolutions
•	No fly zones
•	Weapons limits
•	Inspections 
•	Disarmament
•	No terrorism ties
•	Most were repeatedly broken
–	Or were they?
Brief History: GWII
•	The Second Gulf War 
–	March 2003
•	Operation Iraqi Freedom
–	Operation Telic to the Brits
–	May 2003 
•	Bush declared victory 
–	After Bush's declaration, 
•	The  military saw an increase in the number of attacks on its troops in various regions
–	The “Sunni Triangle”
–	Responsible for 73% of US military deaths 
•	Should we have expected this?
•	Finally, in December 2003, Hussein was captured
–	Swift drop in insurgent attacks followed
–	Swift climb in Bush’s approval ratings followed, too
–	“We have turned a corner in the war.”
•	The Provisional Government
–	Began training the New Iraqi Security forces
–	Elements left out of the Coalition Provisional Authority agitated for elections and the formation of an Iraqi Interim Government
•	Let Freedom Ring!
•	The Insurgency regroups:
–	The lull was a time for the insurgency to study our tactics
–	The Mahdi Army began launching attacks on coalition targets 
–	The southern and central portions of Iraq saw urban guerrilla combat
•	Our response:
–	A pair of assaults designed to cut the militias
•	Fallujah
•	Najaf	
–	We’re turning a corner!
•	Let freedom ring some more!
–	Elections took place and power transferred to Iraqi Transitional Government
–	Little violence during elections
–	Increased hopes for a quick end to an insurgency and a withdrawal of U.S. troops 
–	We’re turning a corner!
–	Dang! Those hopes were dashed in  May—Iraq's bloodiest month since the invasion
•	The current government of Iraq took office on 20 May 2006 following approval by the members of the Iraqi National Assembly
–	Following the 2006 United States midterm elections where the Republicans lost control of the United States Congress, the Bush administration attempted to distance itself from its earlier "stay the course" rhetoric
–	We’re turning a corner!
Some Options
•	Federalism
•	Dialogue
•	Neoliberalism
•	Change troop numbers
–	500,000
–	0
•	Diplomacy
•	Something else?

